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The National Authentication Framework (NAF) seeks to realise the vision of the iN2015 
masterplan for a secure and trusted enabling infocomm infrastructure that can facilitate 
the delivery of online services offered by the public and private sectors.  NAF is 
spearheaded by the IDA with support from the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), 
the Ministry of Finance (MOF), and the Ministry of Health (MOH).  
 
With the increased availability of online services offered by key sectors such as banking 
& finance, Government and healthcare, NAF can safeguard against unauthorised 
access to sensitive information, such as bank account numbers or electronic health 
records.  The NAF will be a timely nationwide strong authentication infrastructure that 
can provide consumers greater assurance when performing online transactions.     
 
The NAF aims to facilitate a nationwide common platform for strong authentication that 
will: 
 

a. Enable consumers to enjoy the convenience of using a single authentication 
device to access multiple online services that require strong authentication;  

 
b. Enable businesses to enjoy cost savings when they leverage on NAF instead of 

implementing their own strong authentication systems;  
 
c. Boost online trust and confidence, thus helping to entrench Singapore’s status 

as a trusted infocomm hub; and 
 
d. Enhance protection against online identity theft for online services for both 

consumers and online business owners. 
 
NAF for All Online E-Services 
 
For a start, the NAF is expected to be used by financial institutions, Government 
agencies, and healthcare organisations, which today are the main providers of online 
services with sensitive information and transactions.  Consumers can benefit from the 
use of a single authentication mechanism or device to access multiple online services 
that require strong authentication. 
 

IDA has been working closely with key sector regulators such as MAS, MOF and MOH, 
to align requirements from their respective sectors.  The demand for NAF is also 
expected to grow in tandem with the rollout of new and innovative high-value online 
services that ride on the next generation infocomm infrastructure. 
 
About Authentication 
 
Authentication is a process of validating a person’s identity for security purposes. There 
are three recognised factors of authenticating individuals: “Something you know”, such  



 

 

 

 

  

 
 
as a password or PIN, “Something you have”, such as hardware security token, and 
“Something you are”, such as a finger print, a retina scan or other biometric.  A system 
is said to use strong authentication when it requires at least two of the three factors 
before access to the system is granted. This contrasts with traditional single-factor 
authentication which requires only one authentication factor (normally the knowledge of 
a password) in order to gain access to a system.  
 
Two-Factor Authentication (2FA): Currently available as a more rigorous process of 
validating identities. A popular second-factor authentication method that many banks 
are offering to their online consumers today is One-Time Password or OTP. When a 
user accesses an online service, in addition to User-ID and Password, the user would 
be required to enter an additional “second factor password”, which is generated on 
demand. The dynamically-generated “second factor password” could be delivered 
through a token (hardware or software) or via SMS. Other types of authentication 
methods include certificates and biometrics.  
 
Service providers are today deploying their own two-factor authentication infrastructure. 
As a result, an authentication device or method tends to be proprietary and can only be 
used to access specific online services. 
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